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Share My Data Release 1.1 
August 21st, 2015 

What’s New: 
 
1.  State param & resource URI changes in Oauth responses 

 As part of the OAuth authorization code request, the third party has the option to send in 
a state parameter which PG&E would send back to the third party.  PG&E will also send 
the authorization code on successful completion of authorization. This optional state 
param can be used to help the third party identify where the request was initiated, and to 
tie the request back to the authorizations they initiated. 

 As part of the successful completion of token request, we share back resourceURI and 
authorizationURI separately from the token information. Currently these URIs are flipped 
and as part of this release we will be correcting that. 

 
Known Bugs: 
 
1.  Default dates published-max and published-min  
Currently PG&E mandates the third party sends in published-min and published-max 
parameters in epoch seconds for each data request to tell PG&E the duration for which they are 
requesting data. We are implementing a change to handle requests for the following scenarios: 

 published-min and published-max values are missing 
 published-min and published-max values are in UTC 
 published-min and published-max values are in epoch seconds 

 
In the event that the parameters are missing, PG&E will return default dates, as opposed to 
error messages as returned prior to this change. Default, in our case, is 1 day’s data for the date 
T-2. If the parameters are present and formatted correctly we will continue to honor the 
parameters. 
 
2.  Fix for dates in authorization xml 
Currently in the authorization xml we shared the published date and authorization date. These 
dates are in milliseconds as opposed to seconds which is the standard. We are fixing it to be 
sent back in epoch seconds instead of milliseconds. 
 
3. Incorrect XML returned for 
/resource/Subscription/{id}/UsagePoint/{id}/MeterReading/{id}/IntervalBlock 
Currently we are returning incorrect response for the above resource level GET where the 
structure of the XML is incorrect and we are repeating entries for each interval instead of 
creating one single interval block for a 24 hour duration. 
This is being fixed and only a single interval block will be returned for a24 interval block. 
 
 
Questions or concerns? Please contact sharemydata@pge.com 
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